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New Public Management and Governance: A Comparison. Article (PDF .. reform agenda of NPM in itself needs a lot of
work to succeed.

However the s have seen countries in Africa, Asia and other countries looking into using this method. The
ability for citizens to effectively choose the appropriate government services they need has also been
challenged. During this timeframe public management became an active area of policy-making in numerous
other countries, notably in New Zealand, Australia, and Sweden. The need to better coordinate a fragmented
structure is a typical PG feature, but the process of orienting a regional administration towards the outside
world, i. Dunleavy believes this new way of governance should be heavily centered upon information and
technology. Nonetheless, the adaptability of a regional PA to the NPM model seems to be quite difficult for
both top-level managers and policy makers. Finally, further research is needed to carefully investigate this
subject by taking into account other variables, such as the individual characteristics of managers,
organizational features, and time periods, to better understand management dynamics. This kind of problem is
also evident when there is a lack of differentiation. Questions have been raised about the potential
politicization of the public service, when executives are hired on contract under pay-for-performance systems.
Those are not real goals, but fulfillments. NPM reforms use market forces to hold the public sector
accountable and the satisfaction of preferences as the measures of accountability. Output controls[ edit ] The
third point acknowledges the "shift from the use of input controls and bureaucratic procedures to rules relying
on output controls measured by quantitive performance indicators". Decentralization[ edit ] NPM advocates
often shifted from a unified management system to a decentralized system in which managers gain flexibility
and are not limited to agency restrictions. Figure 1 summarizes the main results by describing the emerging
logics for each actor and the documents: Fig. It also focuses on establishing a workplace in which public
employees or contractors are aware of the goals and intention that agencies are trying to reach. NPM was cited
as the solution for management ills in various organizational context and policy making in education and
health care reform. The managerial innovations discussed in public sector research have not been completely
implemented, as already pointed out above. The New Public Service is a newly developed theory for 21st
century citizen-focused public administration. Generally, in government there are few if any choices. NPS
posits that administrators should be a broker between citizens and their government, focusing on citizen
engagement in political and administrative issues. Cost reduction[ edit ] The most effective one which has led
to its ascent into global popularity, focuses on keeping cost low and efficiency high. However, they provide a
preliminary portrayal of the current logics of public organizations. In Africa, downsizing and decrease of user
fees have been widely introduced. NPM brings to question integrity and compliance when dealing with
incentives for public managers - the interests of customers and owners do not always align. NPM logics seem
to have a problem establishing themselves, especially in the planning, reporting and evaluation mechanisms
and operations; for example, delays are reported in planning documents, with a negative impact on
management activities. These autonomous agencies within the public sectors have been established in these
areas. Globalization[ edit ] Although the origins of NPM came from Westernized countries it expanded to a
variety of other countries in the s. In my opinion, the prevailing aspect is to ensure good budget management
which is, by nature, a cross-functional activity. The basic principles of NPM is can best be described when
split into seven different aspects elaborated by Christopher Hood in  Although Italy has quite a long OPA
tradition, this case study of the Tuscany Region shows elements of a transition to innovative public
management logics. GD 2 Most of the expectations of the managers moved to the PG are related to the
decision-making contents 5 out of 14 and the orientation of the planning and control systems 4 out of  A recent
study showed that in Italy, municipal directors are aware of a public administration now being oriented toward
new public management where they are assessed according to the results they produce. Even if poor inter and
intra-organizational focus and vertical specialization are detected in the experience of policy makers and top
managers, horizontal specialization and network governance both features of PG logic are considered a more
important challenge than vertical specialization. Hypothesis one: coexistence of different managerial logics in
the same PA Regarding the first hypothesis, we verified that OPA, NPM and PG backgrounds coexist in the
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same context in our case, the Tuscany Region and at the same time  Experience Almost half of OPA-related
concepts 12 out of 29 apply to the leading logic which still appears to be bureaucratic in 12 out of the 16
concepts found.


